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Motivation

• Last centuries: Unprecedented economic growth in 
Western economies
° Vast technological progress (Mokyr 1990)
° Innovativeness: Key driver of economic growth

• But: Uneven nature of innovativeness
° “perennial gale of creative destruction” (Schumpeter 

1942)
° “restless nature of capitalism” (Metcalfe 2001)

• Question: How to assess innovations?
° Pure opportunity focus problematic
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Outline of presentation

1. Innovativeness, econ. growth & well-being
2. From growth to well-being
3. Theories of welfare
4. A normative framework
5. Dynamic aspects
6. Conclusion
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Innovations, growth & well-being
• Innovations and growth: Link is well understood

° (New) growth literature (Rosenberg 1976, 1982, Nelso n 
1996, Romer 1996)

• From growth to well-being: Not so well understood
° Criterion of “Schumpeterian Progress”: “significant lon g 

run increase in per capita real income in all percentiles of 
the income distribution resulting from innovative activities 
in the economy” (Witt 1996)

° But: Income only instrumental
° But: Increase on average and in the long run
° Ex post facto concept: What are conditions for the future

• Distorted measure of well-being
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From growth to well-being
• Choosing a suitable concept of well-being

° Theoretical challenges
° Policy related challenges

• Theoretical: Innovationstrigger preference change
° Consistency problem for standard economic welfare view
° (Given) Preferences poor measuring rod for welfare
° Dynamic analysis needed

• Related to Policy: Knowledge problem
° Imperfect knowledge of policy maker (novelty)
° How to anticipate effects on preferences or distribution al 

effects
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Theories of welfare: Remarks
• Different ways to conceptualize well-being
• Theory of welfare: Specifies well-being
• A taxonomy (Parfit 1984)

° Objective list accounts
° Desire (or preference) accounts
° Mental state accounts

• But how to choose?
° Empirical adequacy: In accordance with empirical finding s
° Normative adequacy: In accordance with moral intuition s 
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Theories of welfare: Candidates
• Objective list accounts

° Sen’s capability &functioningsaccount: list defines well-b eing
° But: Static
° But: Paternalistic (?)

• Desire theories
° Standard economic view
° But: What preferences? Before innovation? After?
° But: Preferences remain “hollow”, empty of content
° But: Wanting (preference) and liking (well-being) d iverge

• Mental state accounts
° Hedonistic or happiness theories (e.g., Frey/Stutzer 2 002)
° But: Too subjective (?)
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A normative framework: The Idea
• Taking preference endogeneity seriously
• Better knowledge to address the above problems

° Understanding of the psychological and biological basis 
of well-being

° How preferences are formed and how preferences 
change based on learning mechanisms

• Enjoyment framework
° Hedonistic concept of well-being (Kahneman et al. 1997 , 

Binder 2008)
° Broad informational basis
° Dynamic perspective better able to deal with challenge s
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A normative framework: 2 Pillars
• Pillar #1: Hedonistic concept of well-being

° Continuous affective experience of individuals
° „Instant utility“ (Kahneman et al. 1997)

• Pillar #2: Theory of preference learning
° “Learning theory of consumption” (Witt 2001)
° Wants = “behavioural dispositions resulting from a state 

of deprivation” as materially specified preferences
° Innate needs (air, aqueous solutions, nutrition, status,  

cognitive arousal …)
° Acquired wants learned via associative learning or 

imitational learning
° Dynamic theory: Want satisfaction linked to homeostatic 

processes (deprivation/satiation dynamics)
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Dynamic aspects (1)
• Interplay innovations and well-being

° Not outguessing only formally specified preferences
° Materially specified domains: Needs
° Assessment of innovations in these domains
° Gives some structure to analysis

• Dynamics 1: Hedonic adaptation
° Reduction of hedonic effects of constant/repeated 

stimulus (Frederick/Loewenstein 1999)
° We know: Not all pleasures and pains similar
° Case of non-adaptive pain: Unemployment (Lucas et al.  

2004)
° „Asymmetric treatment“ of these pleasures and pains
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Dynamic aspects (2)
• Dynamics 2: Satiation of needs

° Different from adaptation: Cyclical
° Differential satiation patterns of needs
° Problematic innovations: When need cannot be satisfied 

at all (e.g. status races)

• So far: How innovations impact on well-being
° But also reverse relationship: Role of adaptation and  

satiation in stimulating innovativeness
° Both might trigger innovations to reduce satiation or  push 

back hedonic adaptation
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Conclusion

• Uneven nature of growth through innovations
• Challenges for welfare assessments
• Proposed enjoyment framework
• Process perspective

° Dynamics of hedonic adaptation
° Dynamics of satiation of needs

• Informed view offers new angle on interplay of 
innovativeness and social well-being
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Thank you for your attention!


